FEATURES

NATURE’S INFLUENCE
Cydia’s design comes from the shape of a butterfly’s wings, beautiful yet very graceful. A butterfly’s magical beauty inspired the design contours of the frame. Grace and elegance are carried through every element of the design.

FITS YOUR NEEDS
Cydia is the perfect solution for today’s more collaborative, less formal workspaces at a very affordable price. From the graceful curve of its arms to the woven mesh or soft upholstery, Cydia provides both ergonomic support and long-term comfort. It meets your needs to allow you to work anywhere and everywhere. The Cydia family includes task, conference, side, stool, lounge and ottoman models.

MATERIAL CHOICES
Choose between all mesh or upholstered. The upholstered option includes woven mesh beneath the fabric for a soft, comfortable and supportive feel.

SIZE CHOICES
Full-scale and mid-scale models for maximum versatility.

ARM OPTIONS
Choose fixed loop arms or six-way adjustable arms for office, meeting rooms or collaborative settings.

Cydia was honored as the Winner, Budget Minded Design Solutions, by the INTERIOR DESIGN HiP recognition program at NeoCon 2014. This initiative honors achievement in product applications.
Cydia

Cydia is the ideal choice for today’s more collaborative, less formal workspaces and an innovative style. It meets your needs to allow you to work anywhere and everywhere. The Cydia family includes tasks, conference, side, lounge, stool and ottoman models.

MESH AND UPHOLSTERED OPTIONS

Cydia offers versatility to choose between mesh and upholstered models. Offered in fourteen vibrant mesh colors and thousands of textile selections or COM.

DETAILED STITCHING

Adorns the sides and double stitching not only looks great, but tightly molds the cover and mesh into a single form.

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR

The optional adjustable lumbar with the distinctive butterfly inspired form enhances both the comfort and style of Cydia.

STATEMENT OF LINE

HIGH AND UPHOLSTERED OPTIONS

Cydia offers versatility to choose between mesh and upholstered models. Offered in fourteen vibrant mesh colors and thousands of textile selections or COM.

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR

The optional adjustable lumbar with the distinctive butterfly inspired form enhances both the comfort and style of Cydia.

DETAILED STITCHING

Adorns the sides and double stitching not only looks great, but tightly molds the cover and mesh into a single form.

ARM OPTIONS

CONTROL OPTIONS

BASE OPTIONS

PLASTIC COLORS

CASTER OPTIONS

3300-K3-A35-PWH-AM-M36-BA9W-C6; M36 Royal Mesh

Lounge: 3315-LG-A34-PWH-AM-M36; M36 Royal Mesh

Ottoman: 3316-OT-PWH-AM-M36; M36 Royal Mesh

Guest: 3300-GT-PWH-SF-AM-M36; M36 Royal Mesh

3310-K3-A35-PWH-AM-C6; M38 Plum

Task: 3300-K3-A35-PWH-AM-M36-BA9W-C6; M36 Royal Mesh